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EDUCATION & DIGITAL LEARNING
Education materials are available in print and/or digital 
format, and many include supplemental video that helps 
the content come alive. These products will help you:

 QEnhance your professional development.
 QAchieve your certification goals. 
 QConnect with your guests. 
 QExpand your teaching opportunities.

AASI/Burton Riglet PE Course

AASI and Burton teamed up to create an engaging environment – on and off 
snow – for kids 12 and under to find success with snowboarding. This course 
is geared to kindergarten through second-grade physical education (PE) 
teachers but has great takeaways for parents and snowsports instructors too. 
FREE

ACL Strong

This specialized exercise plan 
provides a 4-week progression 
(plus 2 bonus weeks) with exer-
cises that teach you why knee inju-
ries occur, how to protect yourself 
long-term, why technique matters, 
and how to be more aware of your 
body alignment and position. 
$85 | CEUs: 2

Alpine Level I 

For PSIA-AASI members only, this prereq-
uisite course is designed to be completed 
prior to attending the on-snow portion of the 
Alpine Level I assessment. 
FREE

Alpine Movement Analysis 

Observe and apply movement analysis – 
using accurate and relevant comparisons 
of skiing performance and body movements 
to help your students improve. 
$20 | CEUs: 1 

The Alpine Skiing Fundamentals 

Learn how the Alpine Skiing Fundamentals 
bring PSIA’s Skills Concept to life, offering 
insights on how to design better learning 
experiences. 
$40 | CEUs: 2

Children’s Specialist 1 

Learn how to apply knowledge of children’s 
development to teaching snowsports. This 
course is required before taking the on-snow 
Children’s Specialist 1 assessment. 
$20 | CEUs: 1  

Course For New Instructors

Interested in becoming an instructor or just 
getting your teaching career started? This 
course offers invaluable insight into teaching 
and learning theories, working with students, 
and safety. 
FREE 

Cross Country Level I

For PSIA-AASI members only, this course is designed to be completed prior 
to attending the on-snow portion of the Cross Country Level I assessment.
FREE

Delivering the Beginner Experience – 
Alpine, Snowboard, and Cross Country

Available for three teaching disciplines – alpine, 
snowboard, and cross country – topics include 
introducing guests to sliding on snow, nego-
tiating the rental shop, and how to provide an 
inspirational beginner experience. 
FREE

Freestyle Skiing Track

Promotes safe practices and understanding 
of freestyle skiing for new instructors teaching 
basic freestyle in and outside of the park, expe-
rienced instructors preparing for their freestyle 
specialist assessment, and ski school leadership 
training staff. 
$20 | CEUs: 1 

E-LEARNING COURSES

DIGITAL LEARNING
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Teaching Families and Groups

Gain tools to be successful teaching a lesson 
for any mixture of clients, whether they come 
from the same household or are an eclectic 
group of individuals.
$120 | CEUs: 6

Uphill Travel

This course introduces snowboarders, alpine 
skiers, and telemark skiers to the world of 
self-powered uphill travel within ski area 
boundaries. 
FREE

MORE DIGITAL RESOURCES

THE MATRIX

The Matrix contains current ski and snowboard educa-
tional video content, covering all disciplines, a wide 
variety of terrain and conditions, exam-assessment 
activities, teaching examples, movement analysis tips, 
educational presentations, and much more. 
FREE 

WEBINARS

Freestyle Snowboarding Track

Snowboarding-specific track with same educa-
tional parameters of the Freestyle Skiing Track 
(see above).
$20 | CEUs: 1 

Introduction to Working with Children

Broaden your knowledge of children’s develop-
ment and learn the concepts that apply to teach-
ing children.
FREE 

Junior Instructor Certificate Program

Outlines an educational pathway for teens to learn 
about becoming an instructor and working with 
guests in the mountain environment. 
$25 

Mountain Safety Awareness

Enhance your knowledge for how to keep your-
self and others safer in the mountain environment. 
FREE 

PSIA-AASI Sno-Go E-Learning Course

This course helps resorts introduce Sno-Go 
equipment to staff, especially instructors. Topics 
include Sno-Go equipment, riding basics, how to 
ride the chairlift, and advanced edging techniques. 
Receive a certificate of completion you can submit 
to your resort. 
FREE 

Skate-to-Ski: Improving Gliding and 
Turning for Better Skiing

A component of PSIA-AASI Official Supplier Roll-
erblade’s Skate-to-Ski Program, this course offers 
a training tool for improving skiing skills through 
inline skating. 
$120 | CEUs: 6 

Snowboard Level I

For PSIA-AASI members only, this prerequi-
site course is designed to be completed prior to 
attending the on-snow portion of the Snowboard 
Level I assessment. 
FREE 

Teaching Adaptive Snowsports

Available as seven different mini-courses – Intro-
duction, Beginner Cognitive, Beginner Visual Impair-
ment, Beginner Three-Track, Beginner Four-Track, 
Beginner Bi-Ski, and  Beginner Mono-Ski – these 
resources help you discover your niche in adaptive 
instruction.
FREE

UPCOMING WEBINARS RECORDED WEBINARS

Recorded Webinar Highlights:

Tea Talks with Stacey Gerrish: In these free video conferences, PSIA-
AASI education leader Stacey Gerrish interviews instructors and snowsports 
industry leaders who share their stories on teaching, learning, technical skills, 
and more.
FREE 

Women’s Virtual Summit – Mindfulness in Snowsports:  This presen-
tation by Suzy Chase-Motzkin covers her personal journey of self-healing, 
concepts on "energy follows thought" and visualization, and the skills of self-
talk and coaching others. 
$20 | CEUs: 1 

Navigating the New National Standards: PSIA-AASI National Team 
Head Coach Jeb Boyd walks you through the national standards’ frame-
work, including advice on how to use the assessment tools and performance 
guides.
$20 | CEUs: 1 

Exploring People Skills: PSIA-AASI National Team member Stephanie 
Wilkerson offers insight into how to create a learning environment specific 
to the needs of your students.
$20 | CEUs: 1 

FIRST CHAIR PODCASTS

Expand your professional knowledge with PSIA-AASI’s First Chair 
Podcast, featuring interviews with industry stakeholders, PSIA-
AASI National Team members, and other key educators.

E-LEARNING COURSES (continued)

PODCASTS
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PUBLICATIONS

Fitness For Skiing and Snowboarding

This resource offers guidance for a 
fitness training regimen that promotes 
improved movement and body longev-
ity for snowsports instructors. 
#139 | Print | $19.95
Digital | FREE to members!

Core Concepts for Snowsports Instructors 

A deep-dive into how people learn – with insights on 
enduring education models and the learning environ-
ment – Core Concepts provides a solid foundation for 
creating quality lessons. 8½ x 11”. 90 pages.
#126 | $24.95

Guide for New Instructors 

Designed to complement the E-Learning Course for New 
Instructors, this downloadable PDF offers a deep dive 
into professionalism, teaching, learning, and safety.
FREE PDF available at thesnowpros.org

 ADAPTIVE 

Adaptive Alpine Technical Manual

Build a solid foundation for helping students with disabil-
ities experience freedom on one ski, two skis, or sit-ski 
equipment. Covers assessment, equipment, and progres-
sions for various student categories. 6 x 9”. 230 pages.
#105P | Print | $34.95
#105D | Digital | $20
#105B | Bundle | $44.95
#105A | Audiobook | $9.95

Adaptive Instruction Supplement: Diagnoses & 
Medication Classifications

Available as a free digital download and for purchase in 
print format – this resource supplements the Adaptive 
Alpine Technical Manual with content on common diag-
noses and medication classifications that may influence 
the decisions you make with students.
Access at thesnowpros.org
#105S | Print | $14.95
#105SD | Digital | FREE to members!

Fundamental Mechanics of Alpine Skiing Across 
Adaptive Disciplines

Produced with the support of Disabled Sports USA (now 
Move United), this reference guide looks at each of the 
five fundamentals of alpine skiing as they relate to two-, three-, and four-track 
skiing, as well as mono- and bi-skiing.
FREE | Access at thesnowpros.org
#112 | Print | $9

Adaptive Snowboard Guide

Presents a diverse, creative, and unique collection of 
crossover adaptive snowboard teaching techniques, 
which expands options for how adaptive students achieve 
success as snowboarders. 
FREE | Access at thesnowpros.org

Adaptive Snowsports Instruction

This legacy manual describes adaptive equipment and 
skiing/snowboarding techniques, covers developments 
in stand-up and sit-down sliding methods, and serves 
as a reference on physical, cognitive, and developmental 
disabilities.
FREE | Access at thesnowpros.org

Adaptive Instruction Supplement:
D IAGNOSES & MED ICAT ION CLASS I F ICAT IONS

FITNESS
F O R  S K I I N G  A N D  S N O W B O A R D I N G

TEACHING
SNOWSPORTS
MANUAL

TEACHING
SNOWSPORTS
MANUAL

This manual covers communication, interpersonal and intrap-
ersonal skills, effective teaching, and a practical, multi-disci-
pline approach to presenting technical material. The Teaching 
Snowsports Manual is a must-have resource, regardless of 
the discipline or lesson specialty you teach. 6 x 9”. 262 pages.
#109P | Print | $34.95
#109D | Digital | FREE to members
#109A | Audiobook | $9.95

A MUST-HAVE RESOURCE

Digital edition is FREE for 
PSIA-AASI members!

DIGITAL EDITIONS

FITNESS GUIDE
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 ALPINE

Alpine Technical Manual

Defines fundamental concepts of modern skiing, 
adding depth and clarity to your technical knowledge. 
6 x 9”. 158 pages.
NOTE: The Alpine Technical Manual – in all formats – 
includes an appendix on the Alpine Skiing Fundamentals. 
#124P | Print | $34.95
#124D | Digital | $20
#124B | Bundle | $44.95
#124A | Audiobook | $9.95

Adult Alpine Teaching Handbook, 2nd Ed. 

A great companion to the Alpine Technical Manual, 
this pocket-sized handbook outlines exercises and 
progression – and includes video for reference during 
lessons 4¾ x 6¼”. 282 pages.
#120P | Print | $24.95
#120D | Digital | $20
#120B | Bundle | $34.95 

Tactics for All-Mountain Skiing

PSIA Alpine Team alumnus Chris Fellows delivers valu-
able advice on the tactics of skiing all types of terrain, 
including moguls, steeps, powder, chutes, and ice. 7 x 
10”. 108 pages.
#149 | $19.50

Visual Cues to Effective/Ineffective Skiing, 2nd Ed.

This waterproof card set uses images and descrip-
tions to identify efficient movement patterns for func-
tional skiing as well as common causes of inefficient 
skiing. 3½ x 5½”. 
#174 | $7

Visual Cues to Effective/Ineffective Teaching

These six waterproof cards use images and descrip-
tions to identify effective as well as ineffective 
instructor traits relating to creativity, communication, 
knowledge, and process. 3½ x 5½”. 
#17208 | $7

 CROSS COUNTRY

Cross Country Technical Manual

Your trail pass to classic and skate skiing success, with 
information on the Cross Country Technical Model, 
teaching concepts, equipment, waxing, and more. 6 x 
9”. 160 pages.
#123P | Print | $34.95
#123D | Digital | $20
#123B | Bundle | $44.95

 SNOWBOARD

Snowboard Technical Manual

Boost your technical knowledge of snowboard instruc-
tion with this resource for expanding your teaching, 
movement analysis, and riding skills. 6 x 9”. 148 pages. 
#128P | Print | $34.95
#128D | Digital | $20
#128B | Bundle | $44.95
#128A | Audiobook | $9.95

Snowboard Teaching Handbook, 2nd Ed. 

With drills, exercises, and progressions for teaching 
people of all ages how to snowboard, this pocket 
guide builds upon concepts and video in the Snow-
board Technical Manual. 4¾ x 6¼”. 358 pages. 
#121P | Print | $24.95
#121D | Digital | $20
#121B | Bundle | $34.95 

 TELEMARK

Telemark Technical Manual

The definitive guide to teaching telemark skiing; 
grounded in the fundamentals common to telemark and 
alpine skiing and those that set telemarking apart. 6 x 
9”. 118 pages.
#127P | Print | $34.95
#127D | Digital | $20
#127B | Bundle | $44.95 

 CHILDREN

Kids’ Activity Book

The Kids’ Activity Book uses games, puzzles, 
and coloring to teach kids how to have fun and 
be safe on the mountain. Illustrated by PSIA-
AASI member and award-winning artist Nathan 
Jarvis. 8.5 x 11”. 24 pages + memory card insert.
#166 | Order – and see single-unit and bulk 
pricing – on the PSIA-AASI online shop.

A-B-Skis

This award-winning children’s alphabet book 
– written by Olympic skier Libby Ludlow and 
illustrated by PSIA-AASI member Nathan Jarvis 
– offers a playful introduction to skiing. 
#165 | Print | $20

Get FREE digital access to the technical 
manual for your primary teaching discipline!

Use this code to access 
a PDF of this print catalog.

PDF CATALOG

DIGITAL EDITIONS
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Children’s Instruction Manual, 2nd Ed. 

The precursor to 2021’s Teaching Children Snowsports, 
this manual includes age-specific tips and exercises for 
alpine skiing, cross country skiing, and snowboarding. 
8½ x 11”. 128 pages.
#264 | $24.95

American Snow 

Learn the origins and innovations of 
PSIA-AASI with Peter Kray’s quint-
essential history of the association.
#18457 | Print | $12

TEACHING CHILDREN
SNOWSPORTS

TEACHING CHILDREN SNOWSPORTSTEACHING CHILDREN SNOWSPORTS

TEACHING CHILDREN
SNOWSPORTS

Builds on PSIA-AASI’s Learning ConnectionSM to 
help you engage kids in the joy of sliding on snow

This manual gives you tools to become a great 
children's instructor. Explores children’s learning 
and development concepts with specific exam-
ples on all types of equipment: alpine, cross coun-
try, snowboard, and telemark. 6 x 9”. 242 pages.
#119P | Print | $34.95
#119D | Digital | FREE to members

Filled with insight on what makes 
a great children’s instructor

Digital edition is FREE for 
PSIA-AASI members!

Explores – and updates – concepts on 
learning theory and developmental milestones

Children’s Alpine Teaching Handbook

This pocket-sized handbook describes playful exer-
cises to enhance learning adventures for children of 
all ages. 4¾ x 6¼”. 314 pages.
#161 | $22.95

Children’s Ski and Snowboard 
Movement Guide

This waterproof booklet highlights common 
patterns in children’s skiing and riding, help-
ing you guide children toward developmen-
tally appropriate movements. 3½ x 4½”. 28 
pages.
#153 | $6

Captain Zembo’s Ski & Snowboard Teaching 
Guide for Kids, 2nd Ed.

This book by John Alderson, a.k.a. Captain Zembo, is 
filled with games and strategies for teaching kids to ski 
and snowboard. 8½ x 11”. 33 pages.
#107 | $9.75

  FREESTYLE

Freestyle Technical Manual

Learn how to break down complex freestyle maneuvers 
into simple parts to create innovative lessons for skiers 
and snowboarders. 6 x 9”. 248 pages.
#102P | Print | $34.95
#102D | Digital | $20
#102B | Bundle | $44.95

DIGITAL EDITIONS
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BREITHORN

TNF offers innovative products to keep you comfortable in any 
condition. This world-renowned company starts the design process with 
input from their athletes, creates product from the best materials available, 
tests in the real world, then adapts and innovates – providing the best gear 
for the modern-day explorer.

THE NORTH FACE®

Breithorn Down Jacket | PSIA | $168 

#NM159 | M’s S–XXL | TNF Black
#NM158 | M’s S–XXL | TNF Blue 
#NW157 | W’s XS–XL | TNF Black
#NW158 | W’s XS–XL | TNF Red

Breithorn Down Hoodie | $184 

#NM155 | M’s S–XXL | TNF Black | PSIA
#NM154 | M’s S–XXL | TNF Red | PSIA
#NM156 | M’s S–XXL | Military Olive | PSIA
#NM157 | M’s S–XXL | Military Olive | AASI
#NW154 | W’s XS–XL | TNF Black | PSIA
#NW155 | W’s XS–XL | TNF RED | PSIA
#NW156 | W’s XS–XL | Wild Ginger | PSIA
#NW159 | W’s XS–XL | TNF Black | AASI

GOOSE DOWN

THERMAL INSULATION
The North Face tests each lot of down at three stages of produc-
tion for loft, moisture resistance, and ability to regain loft after 
compression. The fill power of goose down indicates two important 
features: warmth-to-weight ratio and compressibility, both critical 
to retaining warmth and promote comfort. The North Face prod-
ucts are insulated with goose down ranging from 550 to 900 fill, 
which represents the highest-quality down commercially available.

BENEFITS
 Q Superior warmth and comfort
 Q Lightweight insulation
 Q Increased loft than lesser-fill downs (900- and 800-fill only)

BREITHORN DOWN

Lightweight down mid-layers optimized for 

warmth and packability. 
Featuring 800-fill 

ProDownTM, certified to the Responsible Down 

Standard. Durable ripstop shell material and 

quilt-th
rough construction. Standard fit.

BREITHORN
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BELLEVIEW

PERSONALIZE YOUR PURCHASE:
Add Your Name With Embroidery Program 

For an extra $30, add up to two lines of embroidered 
custom text to any top from The North Face; just choose 
the “Custom Embroidery” option in the online catalog.  
Enter the information you would like embroidered in 
the field provided on the Custom Embroidery product 
page or in the notes field at checkout. If you have any 
questions about Custom Embroidery, you can email us 
at shop@thesnowpros.org.

BELLEVIEW STRETCH DOWN

Features 600-fill recycled waterfowl down in the main 

body and 100 g/m² Heatseeker™ Eco 70% post-con-

sumer recycled polyester in the underarm and side 

panels. 90% recycled polyester shell material has 

two-way stretch to help maximize mobility and 

comfort. Engineered to prevent down leakage. Slim fit.

Belleview Stretch Down Vest | PSIA | $99 

#NM132 | M’s S–XXL | TNF Black
#NM153 | M’s S–XXL | TNF Black/Shady Blue
#NW129 | W’s XS–XL | TNF Black
#NW153 | W’s XS–XL | Shady Blue

SHOP ONLINE

Belleview Stretch Down Hoodie | $136 

#NM131 | M’s S–XXL | TNF Black | PSIA
#NM149 | M’s S–XXL | TNF Black | AASI
#NW126 | W’s XS–XL | Black | PSIA
#NW150 | W’s XS–XL | Wild Ginger | PSIA
#NW151 | W’s XS–XL | Shady Blue | AASIBelleview Stretch Down Jacket | PSIA | $128 

#NM129 | M’s S–XXL | TNF Black
#NM150 | M’s S–XXL | TNF Red
#NW128 | W’s XS–XL | TNF Black
#NW152 | W’s XS–XL | Shady Blue
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THERMOBALL

ThermoBall Eco Jacket | $99

#NM108 | M’s S–XXL | TNF Black | PSIA 
#NM148 | M’s S–XXL | Lapis Blue | PSIA 
#NW108 | W’s XS–XL | TNF Black | PSIA 
#NW147 | W’s XS–XL | Lavender Fog | PSIA  
#NW116 | W’s XS–XL | TNF Black | AASI

ThermoBall Eco Hoodie | $112

#NM134 | M’s S–XXL | TNF Black | PSIA
#NM146 | M’s S–XXL | Military Olive | PSIA 
#NM116 | M’s S–XXL | TNF Black | AASI
#NM147 | M’s S–XXL | Military Olive | AASI 
#NW106 | W’s XS–XL | TNF Black | PSIA
#NW146 | W’s XS–XL | Patina Green | PSIA 

ECO-CONSCIOUS WARMTH

Made with 100% post-consumer recycled polyester, ThermoB-
all™ Eco insulation uses small, round PrimaLoft® synthetic fiber 
clusters that closely mimic the warmth-trapping properties 
of down. Retains loft and traps heat, even when wet. Slim fit.

Quilting pattern reduces cold spots.

 ThermoBall Eco Vest | PSIA | $75 

#NM110 | M’s S–XXL | TNF Black
#NW110 | W’s XS–XL | TNF Black
#NW148 | W’s XS–XL | Lavender Fog 

THERMOBALL ECO
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WOMEN XS S M L XL

USA Size 0-2 4-6 8-10 12-14 16-18

Chest 31-32 33-35 36-38 39-41 42-44

Hips 33-35 36-37 38-40 41-43 44-47

Waist 25-27 27-29 29-31 31-35 35-39

Inseam 30.5 31 31 31-31.5

MEN S M L XL XXL

Chest 36-38 39-41 42-44 45-48 49-52

Sleeve 33.5 34 34.8 35.5 36.3

Waist 29-32 31-34 35-38 39-42 43-44

Inseam 31.5 32 32-32.5 32.5 32.5

The North Face Size Chart

Measurements refer to body size, not garment dimensions. All 
items are regular fit unless otherwise noted in the description.

Canyonlands Hoodie 

Stretchy, smooth-face fleece with brushed backer for comfort. 
Women’s hoodies feature raglan sleeves & thumbholes. Standard fit.
#NM113 | M’s S–XXL | Black | Full-Zip Hoody | PSIA | $52
#NM143 | M’s S–XXL | Shady Blue Heather | Full-Zip Hoody | PSIA | $52
#NM117 | M’s S–XXL | Black | Full-Zip Hoody | AASI | $52
#NW141 | W’s XS–XL | Wasabi Heather | Full-Zip Hoody | PSIA | $52
#NW142 | W’s XS–XL | Wild Ginger | Full-Zip Hoody | PSIA | $52 
#NW143 | W’s XS–XL | Wild Ginger | Full-Zip Hoody | AASI | $52 
#NW149 | W’s XS–XL | TNF Black | Pullover Hoody | AASI | $48

M’s Gordon Lyons Vest | PSIA | $46  

Heavyweight Sweater Knit fleece, with welt chest 
pocket with snap closure.  Elastic binding with woven 
shell overlay on collar and arm holes. Standard fit.
#NM114 | S–XXL | TNF Black Heather

M’s Camden Softshell Jacket | PSIA | $60 

Wind-, water-, and abrasion-resistant polyester shell fabric is 50% 
recycled polyester and 50% polyester with mechanical 2-way stretch. 
Great for daily use as a mid-layer or a lightweight jacket. Standard fit.
#NM152 | S–XXL | TNF Black Heather

Canyonlands Jogger | $40 

#NM151 | M’s S–XXL | Black 
#NW145 | W’s XS–XL | TNF Medium Grey Heather  

Canyonlands Full-Zip Jacket | PSIA | $48

A durable midweight fleece that offers a perfect balance of 
mobility and warmth. Ideal for daily wear or layering. Standard fit.
#NM145 | M’s S–XXL | TNF Black 
#NM144 | M’s S–XXL | Cordovan Heather 
#NW133 | W’s XS–XL | TNF Black 
#NW144 | W’s XS–XL | Wasabi Heather 

NOTE: For general guidance on 
fit, this catalog references men’s 
and women’s sizing options, 
with related sizing charts. PSIA-
AASI recognizes, however, that 
some members may not identify 
themselves in binary gender terms.

APPAREL



SUMMIT SER

FUTURELIGHT

SUMMIT SERIES CORE AND FLEECE MID-LAYERS

BEANIES

Retro TNF POM Beanie | $22

#B111 | Lapis Blue | PSIA 
#B121 | Lapis Blue | AASI 
#B104 | Vanadis Grey/TNF Black | PSIA
#B114 | Vanadis Grey/TNF Black | AASI
#B110 | TNF Red | PSIA 
#B120 | TNF Red | AASI 

TNF Logo Box Cuffed Beanie | $16

#B105 | TNF Black | PSIA
#B115 | TNF Black | AASI
#B109 | TNF Acoustic Blue | PSIA 
#B119 | TNF Acoustic Blue | AASI 

TNF Reversible Highline Beanie $18 

#B123 | Lapis Blue/TNF Black | PSIA
#B124 | Lapis Blue/TNF Black | AASI
#B112 | Military Olive | PSIA 
#B122 | Military Olive | AASI 

Summit Pro 200 Base Layers 

200g Dotknit fabric for excellent moisture manage-
ment and warmth in colder conditions. Slim fit.
#UM112 | M’s S–XXL | TNF Blue | Crew Top | $46
#UM113 | M’s S–XXL | TNF Blue | Tights | $41
#UW112 | W’s XS–XL | TNF Black | Crew Top | $46
#UW113 | W’s XS–XL | TNF Black | Tights | $41

Summit FutureFleece Mid-Layer Tops 

The Men’s Summit FUTUREFLEECE™ mid-layers feature 
an innovative technology that uses full-loop fabric to mini-
mize weight and optimize body temperature. Designed to 
be worn over a base layer and under whatever insulation 
the mission calls for. Slim fit.
#UM110 | M’s S–XXL | TNF Black | Full-Zip Hoody | $70
#UM111 | M’s S–XXL | TNF Black | Lightweight Half-Zip | $56
#UW110 | W’s XS–XL | Wild Ginger | Full-Zip Hoody | $70
#UW111 | W’s XS–XL | TNF Black | Lightweight Half-Zip | $56

Summit Crevasse Half-Zip 
Top | $50 

A versatile, lightweight first 
layer featuring DotKnit fabric 
for exceptional moisture 
management. Slim fit.
#UM114 | M’s S–XXL | TNF Blue 

Midweight Thermal Layer

Lower-pile lining,
lightweight mid-layer
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SUMMIT SER

FUTURELIGHTFUTURELIGHT
The North Face’s Futurelight™ fabric 
features the company’s most advanced 
breathable-waterproof technology.

SKI AND SNOWBOARD PANTS

BAGS

Base Camp Duffel Bag 

This is the iconic, super-tough expedition duffel, 
now made with recycled body and boot materials.
#B100 | M Duffel | TNF Black/TNF White | $70
#B125M | M Duffel | Acoustic Blue/TNF White | $70 
#B100L | L Duffel | TNF Black/TNF White | $75 
#B125L | L Duffel | Acoustic Blue/TNF White | $75 

Base Camp Voyager Duffle Bag | $64

42-liter capacity, with an organized inte-
rior sized for single-day use.
#B102 | 42L Aviator Navy/Meridian Blue

Ultra-thin nanomembrane creates airflow 
for better breathability while withstanding 

the harshest weather conditions.

The fabric is soft, lightweight, and nimble 
for movement without constraints.

Face and back layers are sustainably 
crafted using 90% recycled materials.

Snow Cargo FutureLight Industry  Pant | $210

 Q Futurelight 150d fabric.
 Q Adjustable waist.
 Q Kick patches.
 Q Gusseted crotch.
 Q 2 side cargo pockets/2 front hand pockets.
 Q Side venting.
 Q Regular fit.

#PM103 | M’s S-XXL | TNF Black 
#PW103 | W’s XS-XL | TNF Black 

Summit Verbier FutureLight Bib | $258 

 Q Offering big mountain performance with 
freeride style.  

 Q Seam-sealed Futurelight 3L shell with 
mechanical stretch and warm backer. 

 Q Suspender adjustment system with a 
spring-loaded, locking cam self equalizes 
with a single pull. 

 Q Hybrid suspender construction mounts to 
inner tab, which allows for full drop seat 
functionality without having to remove the 
suspenders.

 Q Two zip chest pockets, zip hand pockets, 
and two zip thigh pockets.

 Q Inner leg vents.

 Q Reinforced kick patches and leg openings. 

 Q Standard fit.
#PM100 | M’s S–XXL | TNF Black 
#PW101 | W’s XS–XL | Black

APPAREL
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With 140 years of experience, Dale of Norway has fine-tuned 
all elements of production – from raw wool to finished products. All 
components are sourced in Norway, including decorative elements 
such as pewter clasps, woven braids, and leather patches.

DALE OF NORWAY®

W’s Winter Star Sweater and Hat

100% fine merino wool. A modern take on the 
woolen festive sweater with a large, simple pattern 
featuring the classic Norwegian eight-petal rose. 
#19576 | Sweater S–XL | Black/Off White | $120
#19577 | Hat | Black/Off White | $35

Ol History Sweater | $134 

A playful sweater made of 100% fine Norwegian wool from 
the sheep’s first shearing. The short fibers make the yarn fine 
and soft, making for a light, warm and comfortable sweater. 
For extra comfort, the neck is lined with soft merino wool.
#19575 | S–XXL | Navy/Off White 
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Founded by instructors in 2011, Phunkshun manufactures products 
designed to hold up to the high standards of pros on the hill. Highly 
involved with PSIA-AASI and our events, they understand instructors are 
pivotal to the growth of snowsports and play a major role in the industry.

PHUNKSHUN®

Unsure on size? 
Measure from the 

bottom of your chin to 
the bridge of your nose.

Small/Medium for 4"
Large/Extra 
Large for 5"

Mistral Double Tube | $15 

Water repellent/freeze resistant. 
Ergonomic tapered neckline.
#18746 | PSIA Logo on Black
#18747 | White AASI Logo on Black

Tempest Thermal Tube | $20

Polartec microfleece lining.
#19623 | PSIA Color Logo on Black 
#19624 | AASI Color Logo on Black 

Flurry Polar Tube | $22 

High-Loft Polartec fleece lining.
#19622 | Snowflake

Kombu Ballerclava | $21

#19107 | Black 

Dendrite Single Tube | $14

#19625 | PSIA Red/White/Blue Stripe 
#19626 | AASI Black Scattered Logo 

PH (Personal Health) Face Mask | $10

Anti-microbial. Exterior UPF 50 shell is water-repellant anti-
microbial spandex. Adjustable ear straps. Two sizes: S/M and 
L/XL. Measuring from the bottom of your chin to the bridge of 
your nose, less than 5” = S/M; more than 5” = L/XL. 
#19561 | S/M | Black
#19561 | L/XL | Black

Gazer Saver Goggle 
Cover | $10 

#19627 | Shadows with 
PSIA & AASI Logos 
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1 2.0 Performance Baselayers

The ideal choice for most winter sport enthusiasts, these garments 
provide warmth in moderate to very cold conditions, and the thermo-reg-
ulating properties keep your body temperature consistent even as your 
activity level increases. 
a #18675 | Thermolator Half-Zip Top | M’s S–XXL | Black | $28
b #18676 | Thermolator Pant | M’s S–XL | Black | $22
c #18818 | Thermolator Three-Quarter Pant | M’s S–XL | Black | $20
d #18681 | Cloudnine Half-Zip Top | W’s S–XL | Black | $27
e #18682 | Cloudnine Tight | W’s S–XL | Black | $22

2 3.0 Performance Base Layers

3.0 Performance base layers achieve even greater warmth through a 
dual-surface knitting system that incorporates high-loft grid channels 
to trap warm air and enhance breathability. 
a #18673 | Ecolator Half-Zip Top | Black | M’s S–XXL | $34
b #18674 | Ecolator Pants | Black | M’s S–XL | $30
c #19066 | Below Zero Half-Zip Top | Black | W’s S–XL | $32
d 19067 | Below Zero Leggings | Black | W’s S–XL | $30

Terramar is a valued and engaged partner of PSIA-AASI, providing highly 
technical base-layer garments in this catalog and great support at several PSIA-
AASI events every year. As a partner, Terramar is working closely with the ski and 
snowboard community to encourage individuals to hit the slopes in total confidence.

TERRAMAR®

WARMERWARMERWARMWARM

CLIMASENSE
Climasense™ is the company’s multi-level product line of uniquely engineered garments with thermal-regulating 
(TR) technology. These Terramar base layers come in 3 different warmth levels and each has a unique function.

2.0 3.0

1a 2a1d 2c

1b 1c 2b1e 2d
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3 Merino Pro Base Layers

2.0 Ultra-Merino uses a mid-weight duo-layer fabric, a backside of 
synthetic fibers push moisture to a merino blend outer-layer keeping 
the user warm and dry.

3.0 Thermawool provides all the benefits of wool with soft fleece 
against your skin.  Warm in the coldest conditions.

a #19591 | Ultra-Merino Half-Zip Top | Black | M’s S–XXL $45 
b #19592 | Ultra-Merino Pants | Black | M’s S–XL | $40 
c #19593 | Ultra-Merino Half-Zip Top | Black | W’s S–XL | $45 
d #19594 | Ultra-Merino Tights | Black | W’s S–XL | $40 
e #19062 | Thermawool Half-Zip Top | Smoke Heather | M’s S–XXL | $44
f #19063 | Thermawool Pants | Smoke Heather | M’s S–XL | $39
g #19064 | Thermawool  Half-Zip Top | Smoke Heather | W’s S–XL | $44 
h #19065 | Thermawool Tights | Smoke Heather | W’s S–XL | $39

4 4.0 Performance Base Layer

A step above even the warmest base layers, this product features a 
smooth face for easy layering with high-loft Sherpa fleece inside to 
trap heat.
a #18886 | Half-Zip Top | M’s S–XXL | $40
b #18920 | Beast Pants | M’s S–XL | $34

EXTREME WARMTHEXTREME WARMTHNATURAL WARMTHNATURAL WARMTH

MEN S M L XL XXL

Chest 34-36 38-40 42-44 46-48 50-52

Sleeve 31-32 32-33 33-34 34-35 35-36

Waist 28-30 32-32 36-38 40-42 44-46

Terramar Size Chart

Reg. 5’8”-6’   Tall  6’1”-6’3” Tall  measures 2” longer overall, 1” at sleeve

WOMEN XS (4-6) S (6-8) M (10-12) L (14) XL (16) 

Chest 32-34 34-36 36-38 38-41 43-45

Sleeve 28-29 29-30 30-31 31-32 32-33

Waist 24-26 26-28 28-30 31-33 35-37

Hips 32-34 34-36 36-38 38-41 43-45

3.0 4.0

3a 4a3e3c 3g

3b 4b3f3d 3h

APPAREL
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CEP® CEP compression products are built to exact standards for true, graduated 
compression. They offer a range of Smart Technology and ClimaTechnology that make 
their sportswear more enjoyable for high-performance athletes and amateurs alike. 

Ski Touring Base Shirt | $50  

Features incredibly lightweight 
merino-cashmere blend and a true 
anatomical fit using TightFit technol-
ogy for unmatched comfort. 
#19618 | M’s S–XL | Blue
#19617 | W’s XS–L | Blue

Lightweight merino-cashmere blend

TightFit technology

Ski Touring ¾ Base Tights | $50 

A lightweight merino-cashmere 
blend with breathable air chan-
nels for perfect heat and moisture 
management. Mid-high waistband 
for a stay-put fit and 3-D padding 
in the knee.
#19619 | M’s M–XL | Blue  
#19085 | W’s XS–L | Blue 

Ski Compression ¾ Base Tights | $45

Base tights with targeted medi-compres-
sion reduce vibration in the thigh muscles 
and stimulate circulation in the legs for more 
energy and self-regulating heat generation. 
Integrated SMART INFAREDTM technology 
delivers additional heat and supports effec-
tive recovery.
#19082 | M’s S–XL | Black
#19083 | W’s XS–M | Black
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Ski Merino Ultralight Compression Sock | $28  

Ultralight performance with the benefits of compression 
and merino wool.
#19560 | M’s S–XL | Dark Grey/Black
#19559 | W’s S–L | Dark Grey/Black

S M L XL

CALF
CIRCUMFERENCE

INCH
CM

9.5-12
25-31

12.5-15
32-38

15.5-17.5
39-44

18-20
45-50

MEN – III IV V

WOMEN II III IV –

Socks & Sleeves
Knee-High Socks & Calf Sleeves

THIGH 
CIRCUMFERENCE

INCH
CM

14.5-15.75
37-40

15.75-17
40-43

17-18
43-46

18-19.25
46-49

19.25-20.5
49-52

20.5-21.75
52-55

21.75-22.75
55-58

CALF 
CIRCUMFERENCE

INCH
CM

9.75-11
25-28

11-12.25
28-31

12.25-13.5
31-34

13.5-14.5
34-37

14.5-15.75
37-40

15.75-17
40-43

17-18
43-46

UNISEX I II III IV V VI VII

Ortho
Knee Sleeve & Knee Brace

CEP offers activating sportswear with a one-of-a-kind fit. To ensure that our products fit perfectly 
and guarantee their optimum effect, the size is determined using a circumference measurement.

ESTIMATED SIZE XS S M L XL XXL

THIGH 
CIRCUMFERENCE

INCH
CM

16-18
40-50

18-22
45-55

20-24
50-60

22-26
55-65

22-28
60-70

24-30
65-75

MEN – II III IV V VI

WOMEN I II III IV V –

Shorts & Tights

If the measurement is between two sizes, use your normal clothing size as a guide.

Ortho Knee Brace | $35 

The 3-D anatomical design provides knee 
stabilization and relief from injuries or ailments.
#19086 | Sizes 2 -7 (See Chart) | Black

Ski Merino Compression Sock | $28

Merino wool and synthetic fiber blend. 
Optimum recovery and performance thanks 
to targeted medi-compression. 58% Poly-
mide, 32% merino wool, 10% Spandex.
#19558 | M’s S–XL | Grey
#19557 | W’s S–L | Blue

Ski Thermo Merino Compression Sock | $25  

Circulation-enhancing medi compression with added 
warmth. 75% Polymide, 13% merino wool, 12% Spandex
#19080 | M’s S–XL | Black/Grey
#19081 | W’s S–L | Black/Grey
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Involved in all stages of production for more than 30 
years, Lorpen creates innovative products that 
offer top-notch quality and maximum reliability.

LORPEN®

S M L XL

MEN 5-7 7.5-9.5 10-12.5 13+

WOMEN 6-8.5 9-11 11+

Lorpen Size Chart

T3 SKI SOCKS

T3 Ski Superlight – Ultralightweight. No extra cush-
ion in the foot and light cushion in the shin. 

T3 Ski Light – Light sole, shin, and ankle padding for 
protection and warmth.
a #19023 | M’s M-XL | T3 Ski Superlight | Black | $14
b #19024 | M’s M–XL | T3 Ski Light | Black/Royal | $15
c #19553 | W’s S–M | T3 Ski Light | Black/Pink | $15 

T1 2-Pack Ski Midweight ECO Socks  

ECO-engineered, midweight cushioning, 2 
pairs per pack.
#19610 | M’s M-XL | Black/Red | $15 
#19611 | W’s S-M | Grey/Plum | $15

T3 Nordic Ski Light Socks

#19555 | Unisex S–XL | Dark Grey | $12

T3 Ski Mountaineering Socks 

A combination of T2 and T3 technology 
and strategic padding make this sock 
ideal for long backcountry adventures.
#19612 | Unisex S–XL | Green Lime | $15

T2 Precision-Fit Ultralight Socks

Poly-Pro sock for a precision boot fit.
#19556 | Unisex S–XL | Black | $11
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7

5 6

1 Hawk Glove and Mitt | $84

Full-leather exterior shell with a waterproof/breathable laminate 
layer and the ideal amount of insulation for mid-winter days.
a #18954 | M’s S–XL | Glove | Black/Tan
b #18955 | M’s S–XL | Mitt | Black/Tan
c #18956 | W’s S–L | Glove | Black

2 X-Change Glove | $64

Combining quality and value, this glove is fully waterproof, with 
leather in the high-abrasion areas and a durable and breathable 
soft shell on the back.
#18327 | M’s S–XL | Black

3 La Down Mitten | $69 

Insulated with down, this mitten has proven to be one of the 
warmest we carry.
#18812 | W’s S–L | Black

4 La Posh Glove | $74 

Waterproof/breathable full-leather shell, with moderate insulation. 
#19590 | W’s S–L | Black

5 X-CELL II GLOVE | $94

The instructor’s go-to glove, with full-leather durability and 
warmth in cold conditions. 
#17248 | M’s S–XL | Black

6 PRO V FX-10R GLOVE | $39

Light insulation, form-fitting shape, articulated construction.
#18462 | M’s S–XL | Black

7 TOASTER LEGEND MITT | $74

Full-length waterproof zipper and an integrated glove liner.
#18883 | M’s S–XL | Black
#18884 | W’s S–L | Black

Swany combines space-age technology and fabrics with 
expert craftsmanship and nature’s most resilient materials. SWANY®

S M L XL

MEN 7½-8” 8½-9” 9½-10” 10½-11”

WOMEN 6-6½” 7-7½” 8”+

Swany Size Chart

To determine your glove size, measure around your knuck-
les with your hand flat (exclude the thumb). The number of 
inches, rounding to the nearest ¼,” equals your glove size.

1a

1c

3

1b

2

4
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For 80 years, Hestra has been developing gloves that provide warmth, protection, and 
dexterity in the most varied conditions. Today, their range comprises more than 400 styles because 
people – and their hands – are very different, especially when it comes to personal demands for 
design, comfort, warmth, and durability.

HESTRA®

Ergo Grip Incline Gloves | $80

Ergo Grip construction and minimal insulation.
#19058 | M's S–XXL | Tan and Cork

Ergo Grip Active Gloves | $60 

#19059 | Men’s S–XXL | Dark Forest/Natural

ERGO GRIP

G-Loft® insulation: Warm, 
light, and breathable… even in 
extremely wet and cold weather.

Goat leather with outseams 
designed for better grip and 
increased comfort.

Shock-absorbing foam on 
the backhand and fingers.

C-Zone™: A waterproof/
breathable laminate layer.

Vertical Cut C-Zone | $96

#19056 | M’s Glove S–XXL | Navy and Tan
#19057 | M’s 3-Finger S–XXL | Navy and Tan

HESTRA KEEPS YOUR HANDS

WARM AND DRY

Ergo Grip pre-curved fingers

Reinforced durability

Ergo Grip Active Wool Terry Gloves | $66  

#19587 | Men’s S–XXL | Dark Forest/Black
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FALL LINE

Winter Pro JOB Gloves | $26 

Waterproof and highly durable. Light insula-
tion provides just the right amount of warmth. 
#18961 | M's M–XXL | Tan and Black

U.S. WOMEN U.S. MEN

WOMEN XS 5

WOMEN S 6

WOMEN M MEN S 7

WOMEN L MEN M 8

WOMEN XL MEN L 9

MEN XL 10

MEN XXL 11

MEN XXXL 12

Hestra Size Chart

Kobolt Winter Flex C-Zone II JOB Gloves | $19 

Waterproof and durable work gloves.
#18962 | M's M–XXL | Tan and Black 

Tantel JOB Gloves | $16

A great winter work glove.
#18403 | M's M–XXL | Natural and Black

TitanFlex JOB Gloves | $26 

Very durable, form-fitting work glove.
#19588 | M's M–XXL | Natural and Black

Comfort Tracker XC Glove | $32

Insulated cross country gloves.  Neoprene cuff 
and stretch polyester in the palm aid dexterity.
#19512 | M's S–XXL | Black and White

Fall Line | $86 

Updated this year, all of the Fall Line styles now include a removable 
Bemberg lining – which allows for quick drying between on-hill days. 
This also changed the fit of the Fall Line, creating a more relaxed 
fit that is easier on and off. External seams promote dexterity and 
comfort. The soft leather shell resists moisture and aid breathability.       
#18871 | M’s Glove S–XXL | Cork | $88
#19586 | M’s 3-Finger S–XXL | Cork | $88
#19585 | M’s Mitt S–XXL | Cork | $88
#19589 | W’s Mitt S–XXL | Cabernet | $84

Removable Bemberg lining

More relaxed fit
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Army Leather Heli Glove 

#17224 | M's S–XXL | Black and Off White | $86
#18404 | W's S–XL | Black and Off White | $78 

Army Leather Heli Mitt 

#18315 | M's XS–XXL | Black and Off White | $86
#18500 | W's S–XL | Black and Off White | $78 

Army Leather Heli 3-Finger Glove 

#17307 | M's XS–XXL | Black and Off White |$86
#18501 | W's S–XL | Black and Off White | $78

Army Leather Extreme Mitt | $94

Heavy G-Loft insulation makes this 
Hestra’s warmest mitt. Outer shell made 
of proofed Army leather and a flexible 
softshell material. Removable liner.
#18960 | M's XS–XXL | Black and Off White

Army Leather Gore-Tex Glove and Mitt | $119 

Hestra’s most durable glove and mitten featuring Gore-tex. 
Reinforced thumb and index finger, non-removable liner.   
#18998 | M's S–XXL | Glove | Black and Off White
#19584 | M's S–XXL | Mitt | Black and Off White 

ARMY LEATHER
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a b c

a b

Replacement Liners

a #18502 | Heli Glove | M's S–XXL | $22
b #18503 | Heli 3-Finger | M's S–XXL | $22
c #18504 | Heli Mitt | M's S–XXL | $22
d #18877 Heli Glove | W's S–XL | $22
e #18878 | Heli Mitt | W's S–XL | $22
f #19060 | C-Zone Heli Glove | M's S–XXL | $32

Touch Liners

a #19061 | Touch Point Active | M's S–XXL | $26
b #18876 | Touch Point Dry Wool | M's S–XXL | $18

a

d
b

f

c e

Primaloft Extreme Replacement Liners 

a #18783 | Heli Glove | M's S/M L/XL XXL/XXXL | $40
b #18784 | Heli 3-Finger | M's S/M L/XL XXL/XXXL | $40
c #18785 | Heli Mitt | M's S/M L/XL XXL/XXXL | $32

Leather Balm | #18505 | $8 

Treating your gloves with Hestra’s 
leather balm one to two times a 
season will ensure they last for 
years to come.

C-Zone™

Primaloft
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With passion and years of industry experience, Leki 
produces unbeatable products by combining safety, 
comfort, and performance with appealing design. The continuous 
exchange of ideas with experts and professional athletes is 
further proof the company values its role as an industry leader.

Xplore XT S Mitt | $72

The warmest mitt offered by Leki, this model 
features extra-high insulation volume for 
extreme temperatures, finger channels to 
effectively move moisture, a double gauntlet 
to trap heat, and pockets for handwarmers. 
a #18952 | M’s S–XL | Tan/Black
b #18953 | W’s S–L | Black

LEKI®

S M L XL XXL

MEN 7” 8” 9” 10” 11”

WOMEN 7.5” 8” 8.5”

Leki Glove Size Chart

Shield 3D GTX Gloves | $64 

Gore-Tex waterproof breathable laminate insert. 
Loose cut for comfort and warmth. Durable shell 
and palm. Trigger 3D glove to pole integration. 
#19580 | M’s S–XL | Black/Red

LEKI GLOVES

Women’s Glace Mitt | $63 

Roomy fit, extra high insulation for 
extreme temperatures, finger channels. 
#19583 | W’s S–L | Steel Blue

Griffin Tune Boa Gloves | $104

Excellent fit and dexterity. BOA adjustment. 
#19019 | M’s S–XL | Black

Cross Country Shark Glove | $42 

SHARK-system integration with LEKI CC 
poles. No insulation, stretchy Softspan 
nylon shell, hydrophilic Bemberg lining. 
#19582 | M’s S–XL | Black

Cross Country Thermo Shark 
Glove | $54 

Same features of the Cross 
Country Shark with Thinsulate 
insulation and a micro fleece lining 
for those crisp mid-winter days.  
#19581 | M’s S–XL | Black/Red

Lightning 3D Gloves | $49

The Leki spring glove.
#19527 | M’s S–XL | Black

PrimaLoft insulation

Soft Plush lining

Waterproof

User 
Height

SUGGESTED POLE 
LENGTH CM/IN

60” 105cm/42”

62-64” 110cm/44”

66” 115cm/46”

68-70” 120cm/48”

72” 125cm/50”

74” 130cm/52”

76” 135cm/54”

Leki Pole Size Chart
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4

5

6

7

LEKI SKI POLES

3

1

2

1 Peak Vario 3D | $108

Adjustable from 105 to 135 cm, 16mm aluminum upper shaft and 14mm 
carbon-fiber lower shaft. Includes race and snowflake baskets. Black.
#17314

2 Carbon 14 3D | $104

Trigger 3D grip, with 14-mm full-carbon shaft.
#19521 | Black

3 Carbon 14 3D Women | $104

Same great features as the Carbon 14 3D, with a smaller, rubberized grip.
#19522 | Black/Gold 

4 Pitch Back | $44 

High-strength freeride pole, 16mm HTS 6.0 aluminum. 
Comfortable Pro G PAS Grip with adjustable strap. 
#19578 | Blue/Black

5 QNTM | $24

Durable 18mm shaft and matte graphics. 
#19520 | Black/Blue

6 Elite Lady Ski Pole | $46

Ultralight 14mm aluminum ski pole.
# 19018 | Black

7 Helicon Backcountry Vario Pole | $60

Adjustable from 95-145cm, AirErgo long grip, snowflake baskets.
# 19016

Pro G PAS Grip with trigger-frame 
strap, 16mm HTS 6.0 aluminum. 
#19579 | Black

DETECT $54 
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SPY OPTIC® Since the brand’s inception in 1994, SPY Optic has supported ski 
and snowboard athletes with technology and styles that set the trends. 
Its trademarked Happy Lens technology increases clarity, sharpens focus, 
and accentuates changes in terrain while reducing eye strain.

Dirty Mo Tech | $70

Classic SPY wrap-around style with updated materials 
and lens tech. Medium/large fit.
#19089 | Dale Jr Matte Black Frame, HD Gray Green with 
Orange Spectra Mirror Lens

SPY+ SUNGLASSES
LENS INFORMATION

Spy Optic approaches lens design like an artist, and technologies 
named Happy and Spectra deserve a deeper look. See below for more 
info about the lenses offered with the SPY sunglasses and goggles in 
this catalog. Each style is offered in other frame color and lens combina-

tions through the SPY Optic Pro site at tiny.cc/ProOffers.

HappyTM Lens Technology – Spy sunglasses and goggles feature 
lenses with Happy technology.  

The sun gives off rays that are both good and bad for your health and wellbeing. 
Revolutionary Happy lens tech lets in the good rays that help boost your mood and 
alertness and optimize color. Spectra in the lens name indicates a mirrored finish.

SPY SUNGLASSES

 Q Happy Bronze: An elevated bronze lens with a more subdued look than a mirror finish. 
 Q Happy Grey Green Polar Lens: A revolutionary color-enhancing lens designed to boost 
your mood and alertness.
 Q Happy Bronze Polar with Green Spectra Mirror Lens: Mood-enhancing lens with color 
optimization, bronze base with a green-blue mirror. 

SPY GOGGLES

 Q Happy Gray Green with Black Spectra Mirror Lens: The gray green base color optimizes 
color in bright conditions.
 Q Happy LL Persimmon with Silver Spectra Mirror Lens: Low-light persimmon is a bronze-
brown lens that brings out definition.
 Q Happy Rose with Dark Blue Spectra Mirror: Rose-based blue lens, offering a relaxing 
tint on bright days.
 Q Happy ML Rose with Silver Spectra Mirror Lens: Classic persimmon tint is comfortable 
on eyes and effective in mixed light. 
 Q Happy Bronze with Silver Spectra Mirror: A mood-enhancing bronze lens with a silver 
mirror finish.

Rocky | $60  

Inspired by the Rocky Mountains, with lightweight yet 
durable Grilamid frame construction and revolutionary 
Happy Lens tech. Medium/large fit.
#19599 | Matte Camo Tortoise Frame, Happy Bronze Lens

REBAR | $90  

Tough, lightweight, and built for those with big-dome 
energy. ANSI-rated lens. X-large fit.
#19600 | ANSI Matte Black Frame, Happy Grey Green 
Polar Lens

SCOTT SPORTS®

SCOTT GOGGLES

React Goggle | $104  

Scott’s first fully integrated magnetic lens-change 
goggle; an intuitive system that’s easy to use even 
with gloves on. Interchangeable, light-sensitive 
lenses adapt to changing conditions. Large fit.
#19604 | Mineral Black Frame, Light-Sensitive Blue 
Chrome and Illuminator Blue Chrome Lens

Shield Goggle

Large cylindrical lens maximizes the field of vision. Medium-large fit.
#19605 | Mountain Frame, Light-Sensitive Blue Chrome Lens | $84 
#19077 | Team Beige/Aspen Frame,  Blue Enhancer Teal Chrome Lens | $47 

Scott Sports brings decades of innovative 
product design and dedication to outdoor sports.
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Legacy | $112

ARC® spherical dual lens, with finger-
print-free Lock SteadyTM quick lens-change 
system. Bonus second lens. Medium/large fit.
#19093 | Matte Black Frame, Happy Rose with 
Dark Blue Spectra Mirror - Happy LL Gray 
Green with Red Spectra Mirror Lenses

SPY+ GOGGLES

Marauder Elite | $160  

A collaboration with pro rider Eric Jackson, this goggle features a 
Toric lens shape for optimal visual quality and DeadboltTM magnetic 
lens-change system. Bonus low-light lens. Large fit.
#19092 | Spy+ Eric Jackson Frame, Happy Gray Green with Black 
Spectra Mirror & Happy LL Persimmon with Silver Spectra Mirror Lenses

LENS INFORMATION
Scott Sports is a leader in the industry when it comes 
to lens technology. Here’s more information about the 
lenses that come with the goggles we offer. Each style 
is offered in other frame color and lens combinations.

 Q Light Sensitive Blue Chrome Lens: Light-sensitive lenses use photo-
chromic technology to adapt automatically to sunlight intensity. These 
lenses react to light-changes in seconds. A great choice in all conditions.
 Q Illuminator Blue Chrome Lens: Ideal for low-light conditions, the Illu-
minator lens enhances contrast and clarity.
 Q Enhancer Aqua Chrome Lens & Blue Enhancer Teal Chrome Lens: 
The Enhancer lens has the perfect tint for mixed and light overcast condi-
tions, allowing you to see every detail on the mountain.

SCOTT HELMET

SYMBOL 2 PLUS HELMET | $84

Updated design with a lower profile. 360˚ 
Pure Sound ear pads and MIPS technology. 
S: 51-55cm, M: 55-59cm, L: 59-61cm.
#19075 | S, M, L | Black

Woot | $40  

Cylindrical dual lens with scoop vents. 
Bonus second lens. Small/medium fit.
#19603 | Matte White Frame, Bronze 
Silver Spectra Mirror Lens – Bonus 
Lens, Low Light Persimmon

Raider | $69  

A large field of view with huge scoop vents 
that prevent fogging. Medium/large fit.
#19602 | Monochrome Olive Frame, ML 
Rose with Silver Spectra Mirror Lens.

Toric lens shape

DeadboltTM magnetic lens-change system

MARAUDER

ELITE
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BOLLÉ®

BOLLÉ SUNGLASSES

For more than 100 years, the Bollé name has been 
synonymous with high-quality performance and protection. All 
sunglasses and goggles offer your eyes 100% UV protection.

Python | $56

Polarized lens. Medium fit.
#19532 | Shiny Black Frame, HD Polarized Lens

LENS INFORMATION
Bollé offers a wide 
range quality lenses, 
many suited for 
specific sport adven-

tures. Once you’ve selected some 
styles you like, look here to learn 
more about the lens offered in 
each frame. Each style is offered 
in other frame color and lens 
combinations through the Bollé 
Pro site at tiny.cc/ProOffers.

BOLLÉ SUNGLASSES
 Q Bolle 100 Gun Lens: Maximum protection from bright sun, allowing only 5% VLT.
 Q Volt Offshore Polarized Lens: A PC lens tuned for marine sports, 100% UV protec-
tion and a polarized filter to stop glare.
 Q HD Polarized TNS Lens: By infusing a specific red pigment into the HD polarized 
lenses, Bollé reinforces the wavelengths of the red color. This brings a higher level 
of contrast and improves depth perception, without altering the base tint of the lens.
 Q Polarized Brown Fire Lens: Ideal for sunny conditions, this brown lens amplifies color 
contrast and delivers superior visual definition.

BOLLÉ GOGGLES
 Q Phantom+ Lens: Light-adaptive lenses offer the best option any time, changing from 
light to dark with UV exposure.
 Q Lemon Lens: Ideal for low-light conditions, yellow lenses enhance depth perception 
for improved visibility.
 Q Volt Ice Blue Lens: The latest lens tech available, offering increased color contrast, 
ideal for sunny days.
 Q Volt Ruby Lens: A red tint over a pink lens with Volt lens technology, perfect for over-
cast and mixed weather days.

Pathfinder | $59  

Made for experts, these dark (base 8) glacier 
sunglasses are easy to wear and offer the highest 
protection for ultimate conditions. Medium/large fit.
#19595 | Black Matte Frame, Bollé 100 Gun Lens

Fenix | $75  

Classic wrap-around shape featuring the revolutionary 
high-contrast Volt+ Lens. Medium/large fit.
#19596 | Titanium Matte Frame, Volt Offshore Polarized Lens

Vulture | $59  

Flat-top style for an active lifestyle. Medium fit.
#19597 | Black Matte Frame, Brown Fire Lens

Brecken Floatable | $80  

Comfortable, with a laidback style. Quality polarized lens 
and frame that floats.
#19598 | Black Red Matte Frame, Polarized Offshore Blue Lens
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NEVADA NEO
Nevada Neo | $170

Interchangable lenses with magnetic 
lock, Photochromic- and low light- 
specific lens. Large fit.
#19536 | Black Matte Frame, 
Phantom+ & Lemon Lens

BOLLÉ GOGGLES

Nevada

Frameless goggle with an extra-large field of view; light-sensitive lens. Large fit.
#19538 | Black Cross Matte Frame, Phantom+ Lens | $116 
#19100 | Race Black Matte Frame, Volt Ruby Lens| $90

Torus | $94

Toric lens tech provides an extra wide field 
of view and eliminates distortion. Large fit.
#19097 | Matte Black Frame, Volt Ruby Lens

Freeze | $18

Clear lens, medium fit.
#18207 | Black Frame, Clear Lens

Supreme Over The Glasses | $116

Ideal for medium to large faces and designed to 
fit over eyeglasses.
#19541 | Black Corp Matte Frame, Phantom+ Lens
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1 Power Ski Vise | $150

155-mm wide jaws; can be locked at 90 
degrees, 45 degrees, and 0 degrees.  
#19505

2 Jaw Economy Vise | $96

Center jaw opening from 35-mm to 90-mm. 
Holds skis at 60 degrees and 90 degrees.
#19504

3 Base Cleaner Set | $16

#986

4 Polishing Cork 

a #18754 | Ski | $4
b #994 | Snowboard | $6

5 Rectangular Blue Nylon Brush | $14

#988

6 Rectangular Medium Bronze Brush | $16

#987

4a

Swix has taken an enormous step to develop a Global Sustainable Fluoro Plan to 
move beyond fluorocarbon-based waxes. All Swix waxes sold at retail are fluoro-free. SWIX®

13

7 Long/Medium Diamond Stone | $26

For polishing and deburring. 100-mm.
#993

8 Economy Waxing Iron | $36

Adjustable heat. Thick metal plate holds 
heat. Beveled edge.
#18755

9 Ski Plexi Scraper | $4.50

#944

10 Snowboard Plexi Scraper | $6.50

#945

11 Plexi Sharpener | $18

#942

12 Gummi Stone | $8

#943

13 F4 Liquid Wax (Fluoro-Free) | $12

F4 Universal All Temp liquid wax; easily 
applied to the base with a foam applicator 
and felt polisher. 100 ml.
#18209

4b

6
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17 6 Way Edge Tuner Kit | $39

Pocket-size file holder, 4 side-edge angles, 2 base-edge 
angles.  Includes 80mm file, diamond stone, and abra-
sive polishing stone.
#19503

18 Evo Pro Edge Tuner | $349

Electric side-edge sharpening tool. The circular 
diamond disc is adjustable in one-degree incre-
ments from 90 degrees to 85 degrees and backed 
by a steel spring, which ensures constant pressure 
regardless of stone wear. Includes fine diamond 
stone (installed); additional coarse and medium 
discs are available. 
#18885

19 Spare Disc for Evo Pro Edge Tuner

Expand the tuning functionality of your Evo Pro Edge 
Tuner or purchase replacement discs. Available in four 
options:
 Q Extra Fine – Used as a super-fine polisher and 
hardener.
 Q Fine (included with the Evo Pro Edger) – A 
good overall grit for finishing and polishing.
 Q Medium – For general maintenance; ideal when 
more than a polish is needed.
 Q Coarse – Perfect for angle set-up on new skis or 
when changing the angle; also great for deburring 
when the edge is damaged.

a #19043 | Extra Fine | $68
b #19044 | Fine | $68
c #19045 | Medium | $68
d #19046 | Coarse | $68

14 Universal Hydrocarbon Wax | $13

Economical wax for a wide range of conditions. 180 grams.
#17220

15 Pro High Speed Wax (Fluoro-Free)

Performance fluoro-free waxes ideal for working pros.
Sold in 60-gram blocks.  
 Q HS05 (temperature range 14-0˚F): The hardest wax in the HS 
line; ideal for cold conditions for all equipment.
 Q HS06 (temperature range 21-10˚F): A very versatile wax that 
maintains durability and offers great performance on natural as 
well as artificial snow.  
 Q HS07 (temperature range 18-28˚F): A wax that performs great 
in normal winter conditions below the freezing point. Its hardness 
makes it convenient to work with and easy to get good results.
 Q HS08 (temperature range 25-39˚F): An economic training and 
racing wax as well as base-prep wax for warm skis. Easy to melt 
and very easy to work with.

a #19544 | HS05 14-0˚F | $24
b #19545 | HS06 21-10˚F | $24
c #19546 | HS07 28-18˚F | $24
d #19547 | HS08 25-39˚F | $24

16 Pure Performance Speed Wax (Fluoro-Free) 

Fine-tune performance with the specific wax for the current condi-
tions. Each wax has its own strengths, so here are key facts to keep 
in mind.
 Q PS05 (temperature range 14-0˚F): The hardest and most dura-
ble wax in the Swix line; ideal for cold conditions. 180-gram block.
 Q PS06 (temperature range 21-10˚F): Highly durable and offers 
great performance in most snow conditions as well as on artificial 
and glacier conditions. 180-gram block.
 Q PS07 (temperature range 18-28˚F): A wax that performs great 
in normal winter conditions below the freezing point. Its hardness 
makes it convenient to work with and easy to get good results. 
180-gram block.
 Q PS08 (temperature range 25-39˚F): An economic training and 
racing wax as well as base-prep wax for warm skis. Easy to melt 
and very easy to work with. 180-gram block.
 Q PS10 (temperature range 32-50˚F): For use in the warmest 
conditions or to protect your bases while storing your skis in the 
off-season. 60-gram block.

a #19548 | PS05 14-0˚F | $24
b #19549 | PS06 21-10˚F | $24
c #19550 | PS07 28-18˚F | $24
d #19551 | PS08 25-39˚F | $24
e #18552 | PS10 25-39oF | $9

14

16a 16b 16c
16d

16e

15a 15b 15c 15d

19a 19b 19c 19d

17

18

16d
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1 Eco Textile Wash | $11

Cleans the surface and restores the optimal 
technical functionality of waterproof/breathable 
membranes. 250ml.
#18687

2 Eco Wash-In Proof | $11

Restore the original DWR (durable water repel-
lency) of outerwear. 250ml.
#18756

3 Eco Down Wash | $8

Restores the insulation qualities of down by 
cleaning and loosening the filling while retain-
ing its natural protective coating. 250ml.

#18685

4 Eco Wool Wash | $11

Specifically designed to clean high-quality wool 
and merino wool sportswear. 250ml.

#18686 

5 All-Inclusive Ski and Snowboard Wax 
Kit | $95 

Includes 120g-size Base Performance Yellow, 
Red, and Blue hot wax. Also includes 100ml 
Express Pocket liquid wax. 3mm Plexiscraper, 
Nylon Brush, Express Tuner Kit, T8 Iron, and a 
medium Diamond File are also included. Comes 
in a nice kit bag. 
#19621

6 Basic Tune and Wax Kit | $48 

Kit contains 120g Base Performance Yellow, 
Red, and Blue, a 3mm plexiscraper, a nylon 
brush, a medium diamond file, and a gummy 
stone, all in a nice case.
#18695

7 Express Mini Liquid Wax | $7

A universal-temperature wax in a convenient liquid 
form with applicator.
#18691

8 Express Racing Paste Wax | $18

A premium paste wax. 50 grams.
#18758

9 Multi Base Angle Tuner | $36

Precision base-edge beveling, adjustable from 0.5˚ 
to 2.0˚. 
#18696

10 Edge Tuner Pro | $48

Side-edge tuning. Stainless steel rollers on the 
base. Includes 80-mm World Cup universal file. 
Adjustable angle settings from 90˚ to 85˚.
#18697

11 Sidewall Planer Pro | $54

For the removal of ABS sidewall material, hard-
metal square blade.
#18760

12 Repair Candles | $5

6-mm candles for base repair. Sold as a four-pack.
a #18698 | Transparent
b #18699 | Graphite

13 World Cup File Chrome | $12

150 mm, hard-chromed surface and 16 teeth per 
centimeter.
#18759

14 World Cup File Chrome M | $12

200-mm long, with a hard chrome surface and 14 
teeth per centimeter.
#18824

15 T14 Digital Iron US 1200w | $100

Temperature adjustment from 100 °C to 160 °C. 
Built-in temperature control. Design improves the 
distribution of the wax and compression.
#18823

16 Pocket Driver | $8 

Compact tool with 7 different bits.
#19620

17 Roto Brushes 

For efficient base prep and waxing, use a combi-
nation of Roto Brushes with the 100-mm axle and 
wax guard. 10-mm Brass brush to clean the base. 
4-mm Nylon Grey brush clears the structure of the 
base. 10-mm Nylon brush is for polishing.
a #19047 | Rotary Brush Stainless Steel | $78
b #19048 | Rotary Brush Horse Hair | $42
c #19049 | Rotary Brush Nylon | $42
d #19050 | Single 100mm Axle with Wax Guard | $54

1
7

11

8

10

2 3 4

The experts at Toko have been producing alpine waxes since 1933, so it’s no wonder that 
some of today’s most successful nordic, alpine, and snowboard athletes count on Toko waxing 
and tuning products for top-level performance. In addition, the line of Toko Care products offered 
here are specifically designed to maintain and restore technical outdoor clothing and accessories.

TOKO®

13 1412a 12b
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TRANSPACK® Transpack has your back when it comes to protecting your gear and 
making it easier to carry. You invest a lot in your equipment; why not treat your 
boots, skis, and helmet, and other gear to a cushy ride by car or plane… wherever 
your adventures on snow take you.

TRV Ballistic Pro Boot Bag | $109

The flagship bag option, made of virtually 
indestructible ballistic nylon, with enough 
room for boots, helmets, goggles and 
some extra layers. 3,600 cubic inches.
#19078 | Black/Charcoal Electric

Ski Vault Pro Double Rolling Ski Bag | $164

Super-padded rolling convertible double ski bag 
for security and traveling convenience. 7400 
Cubic Inches / 122L (12" x 8" x 65"-77")
#19079 | Black/Charcoal Electric

Competition Pro Boot Bag | $145

Extra-large boot-bag backpack carries 
boots, helmets, pads, shin guards, armor, 
and other gear. 4400 cubic inches/72L
#18653 | Black/Yellow Electric

Goggle Grip | $12

Secures goggle strap on 
both sides of the helmet.
#18765

HERO Heated Bag | $180 

A heavy-duty boot bag designed 
to keep boots warm and dry on 
the way to and from the moun-
tain. The bag features a large 
boot compartment with an inte-
grated heater that plugs into 
110V or 12DC. Separate helmet 
and accessory pockets.
#19601 | Red

HERO Athletes Bag | $107 

The Hero Athletes Bag is a volu-
minous gear, boot, and helmet 
bag/backpack. A favorite on the 
World Cup circuit, it boast tough 
construction with rugged 600D 
Polyester Ripstop and PVC coat-
ing. 5800cubic inches.
#19613 | Red

We are excited to offer a limited 
selection of the best boot bags longtime 
PSIA-AASI partner Rossignol offers. ROSSIGNOL®
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Burton LTR Handle Bar

This valuable teaching aid dramatically 
decreases the learning curve for young shred-
ders. Simply mount on the snowboard in place 
of the bindings, allowing the student to find 
balance on their own, with the freedom to step 
off if needed. Better than holding students’ 
hands, while still giving the instructor the 
hands-on ability to control angle and speed.
#18831 | $65

Child Ski Harness | $24

Find more Information online 
at the PSIA-AASI Store.
#19499

Ski Ring™ | $24

Using a Ski Ring helps keep skier’s hands in the 
right position, which supports proper stance and 
balance and facilitates learning. For younger 
students, the Ski Ring encourages fun and 
imaginative play while learning. Ages 3 and up.
#18966

Hookease | $36

Find more Information online 
at the PSIA-AASI Store.
#19498

VIEW VIDEO

AASI and Burton Snowboards have partnered for 20 years 
to grow the sport of snowboarding. Now with Burton’s Riglet 
Program and AASI’s teaching methods, kids age 3-6 are 
turning into rock-star riders. Watch this video to learn more.

tiny.cc/yalcny

BURTON®

Booster Straps

Booster Straps help prevent loss of 
forward flex in the upper boot cuff. 
Pick the level appropriate for you.
#571 | Intermediate | $25
#569 | Expert | $28
#17315 | World Cup | $30

Wedgease | $10

Find more information online 
at the PSIA-AASI Store.
#18497 | Blue
#18593 | Pink

Burton has been at the forefront of advancements in 
snowboarding for years… and the company is especially committed 
to developing products that promote educational breakthroughs. 

#KIDSCANSNOWBOARD 

Rocker Ski Rack

This wall-mounted rack – in  152mm XL or the 
100mm Standard sizes safely and effectively 
stores skis and snowboards. Choose XL if you’re 
storing snowboards or skis over 120mm in the tip. 
#19509 | Standard | $24
#19510 | XL | $32

Sven Can See Anti-Fog Gel | $7

Prevent your goggles or sunglasses from 
fogging. This kit includes the applicator and 
micro-fiber cloth. Biodegradable, no alco-
hol, no fumes, safe for all types of lenses.
#18964
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GRABBER WARMERS®

DryGuy Force Dry DX Boot and 
Glove Dryer | $60

Four extra-tall air chambers can warm and 
dry up to four items at one time. Heat/No 
Heat switch and a three-hour timer. Heats 
to up to 105°F.
#18743

Hand and Glove Warmers

Sold in pairs, these warmers are 
air-activated and last 10 hours or more.
#17186 | 1–39 | $1.00 EA.
Case of 40 | $32

Toe Warmers

Each package contains two 6-hour 
warmers with adhesive backing.
#654 | 1–39 | $1.25 EA.
Case of 40 | $44

Grabber Warmers are your ticket to 
long-lasting warmth. They’re convenient, 
affordable, and great for personal use as well 
as for your students. (All Grabber Warmers are 
bio-degradable and designed for one-time use.)

DryGuy Force Dry Boot and Glove Dryer | $40

Two articulating, telescoping drying ports rotate 
180 degrees.
#18456

DryGuy Helmet Holder Accessory for 
Force Dry DX Boot and Glove Dryer  | $10

#18745

DryGuy Travel Dry DX Boot 
and Shoe Dryer | $34

Slim design slides easily into ski 
or snowboard boots circulating 
warm air. 12-volt car and 110-volt 
household adapters are included.
#18744

Boot Glove Thermal Layering System | $23

Thermally insulated neoprene cover keeps boots 
10 to 20°F warmer than usual. Sizes: Medium 
fits men’s 6-10, large fits men’s 9-15. 
#17113 | M, L
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Tracker 4 Avalanche Rescue Set | $299

Tracker 4 avalanche transceiver, extendable 
B-1 EXT avalanche shovel, and quick-deploy-
ing Stealth 270 avalanche probe.
#19526

Tracker 4 Avalanche Transceiver | $249

Bombproof design with no-nonsense 
functionality. Easy-to-use LED screen, 
over-molded case for long-term durability, 
includes a harness and batteries.
#19525

Stealth 240 Probe Pole | $30

Aluminum construction, fast assembly, 
and laser-etched depth markings. 240cm.
#19038

Stealth 300 Probe Pole | $56

300cm probe for professionals and those 
traveling in deep snowpack. Aluminum.
#19039

Dozer 1-T Shovel | $36

Redesigned blade construction 
is lighter and more durable. Fit's 
In most packs.
#19087

BCA FLOAT 32 Avalanche Airbag 2.0 | $379 

The 15-liter BCA Float 32 Avalanche Airbag 2.0 not 
only creates buoyancy and decreases your burial 
depth, but it also protects your head and neck from 
trauma in an avalanche. BCA’s next-generation Float 
2.0 Air Cylinder (#19615) is nearly 30% smaller and 
15% lighter than the Float 1.0 engine. All the Float 
2.0 system elements sit entirely separate behind a 
zippered covering, freeing up valuable space in the 
main compartment for gear, a first-aid kit, and supplies.
#19614

BCA FLOAT 2.0 Air Cylinder (Empty) | $130 

The refillable Float compressed-air cylinder is the power and driving force 
behind the Float 2.0 avalanche airbag system. When the Float trigger is 
pulled, the Float 2.0 activates the release of 2,800-3,000 psi (207 bar) of 
compressed air, inflating the airbag. Always make sure your cylinder is full 
and connected correctly before heading out. Nearly 30 percent smaller 
and 15 percent lighter than the Float 1.0 engine, the Float 2.0 cylinder 
ensures a rapid fill when activated. Only compatible with Float 2.0 systems.
#19615

Dozer 3-D Shovel | $45

BCA's largest blade size, this 
hard-working shovel features a 
D-grip handle for industrial use. 
#19088

BCA Link 2.0 2-Way Radio | $124

Two watts of power for more usable range. The Smart 
Mic grill is impervious to packing with snow, and the on/
off channel selection dial switch is protected from inad-
vertent channel changing. Built-in rechargeable lithi-
um-ion battery with battery-percentage power display. 
#19037

The most trusted name in backcountry safety, BCA makes gear that’s reliable 
and easy to use. The company’s roots are in freeriding; they love sending big lines like 
everyone else, but none of that counts unless you return safely. Get avalanche training and 
make sure your gear is reliable, easy to use, and backed up by an education-based brand.

BCA®
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XS S M L L

MEN 1–4.5 5–8.5 9–11.5 12–13.5 14+

WOMEN 5–6 6.5–10 10.5–12.5 13–15 15.5+

Mondo 21–23.5 24–27 27.5–29.5 30–31.5 32.5+

Sole (MM) 250–275 280–305 310–335 340–350

Yaktrax Pro/Skitrax Sizing

S M L XL

MEN 5–6 6.5–9 9.5–11 13+

WOMEN 5–7 7.5–10 10.5+

Yaktrax Chains Size Chart
Yaktrax Pro | $19

Spikeless, lightweight design uses 
steel coils to help reduce the risk 
of falls in snowy or icy conditions.
#18429 | S, M, L

SkiTrax | $15

Protecting for boot soles 
and added traction. 
#18232 | XS, S, M, L, XL

Yaktrax Chains | $20

Providing traction in ice and snow condi-
tions. Square links, individually welded 
and made from case-hardened steel. 
#18879 | S, M, L, XL

Yaktrax Quicktrax | $7

Traction for everyday 
shoes and boots, one size 
fits most adult footwear. 
#19616 

WSI®
WSI, a leader in premium sportswear design and 
manufacturing, provides some of the best sportswear on 
the market. WSI is proud to design, cut, and sew all apparel in 
the United States at their factory in Eagan, Minnesota.

PSIA Long-Sleeve Microtech Quarter-Zip | $34  

Ideal first layer, Microtech fabric moves moisture and breathes 
well. PSIA-Logo heat transfer on the mock collar. White.
#19574

PHOOZY®

Apollo II Series Thermal Capsule + Antimicrobial | $24 

This sleeve insulates your phone in cold conditions to increase 
battery life by up to 4x (compared to not using a PHOOZY). Agion® 
Antimicrobial technology in the lining inhibits nasty germs and 
bacteria. Available in small and large.
#19568S | Blackout with PSIA Logo
#19568L | Blackout with PSIA Logo
#19567S | Blackout with AASI Logo
#19567L | Blackout with AASI Logo

The folks at PHOOZY are committed 
to protecting your smartphone from 
damage and battery-killing cold while 
also looking out for your health.

R

R

R

R
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PSIA-AASI 20-Ounce 
Insulated Tumbler | $19

#19569 | Red

Logo T-Shirts

#19641 | M's S-XXL | Black | PSIA-AASI Learn-Teach-Inspire | $24 
#17277 | M's S-XXL | White | PSIA | $15
#19642 | M's S-XXL | Black | AASI | $20 

Richardson Hats

#19636 | 112 Mesh-Back Trucker | PSIA Rubber Patch | Black/White | $24 
#19637 | 112 Mesh-Back Trucker | AASI Rubber Patch | Black/White | $24 
#19630 | 112 Mesh-Back Trucker | PSIA Red/White/Blue Stripe | Navy | $27 
#19631 | 112 Mesh-Back Trucker | AASI Black Logo | Black | $30 
#19632 | 113 Foamie-Front Trucker | PSIA Small Logo | White/Navy/Red | $30  (not pictured)

#19633 | 113 Foamie-Front Trucker | AASI Small Logo | White/Black | $30  (not pictured)

#19634 | 510 Wool Flat-Bill Trucker | PSIA Etched Leather Patch | Grey/Camo | $30 
#19635 | 510 Wool Flat-Bill Trucker | AASI Etched Leather Patch | Grey/Camo | $30 

PSIA-AASI LOGO ITEMS

Campfire Mugs | $9

Elevate your morning cuppa with a distinctive member mug.
#19628 | Black | 13-oz Stainless Steel Enamel | PSIA | $9 
#19121 | Black | 13-oz Ceramic | AASI  | $9

Logo Hoodies | $35

#19643 | M's S-XXL | PSIA Red/White/Blue Stripe | Navy  (not pictured)

#19644 | W's XS-XL | PSIA Red/White/Blue Stripe | Navy  (not pictured)

#19638 | M's S-XXL | AASI Black Logos | Black 
#19109 | W's XS-XL | AASI Black Logos | Black 

PSIA-AASI Collapsible Water Bottle 

24oz, BP-free. PSIA logo on one side, AASI 
logo on the other side.
#19629 | Black | $8
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Rite in the Rain Notepad And Notebook

Keep your important notes safe in the pages 
of these weatherproof notebooks. 
#644 | Notepad 3 x5” Top Spiral | $8
#645 | Notebook 4 5/8”x 7” Side Spiral | $14

PSIA Space Pen | $16

This legendary writing instrument uses a 
sealed, pressurized ink cartridge that keeps 
the ink from freezing in frigid temperatures 
and enables writing at any angle.
#892

Trekker Space Pen | $28

This pen can hang upside down each and 
every day yet function immediately when 
needed, even in cold or wet conditions.
#18700

STICKERS, PATCHES, PINS & MORE

PSIA-AASI Die-Cut Transfer Stickers | $3 

1 #19134 | PSIA White Die-Cut Transfer Sticker
2 #19135 | PSIA Black Die-Cut Transfer Sticker
3 #19136 | PSIA Gold Die-Cut Transfer Sticker
4 #19137 | PSIA Silver Die-Cut Transfer Sticker
5 #19138 | AASI White Die-Cut Transfer Sticker
6 #19139 | AASI Black Die-Cut Transfer Sticker
7 #19140 | AASI Gold Die-Cut Transfer Sticker
8 #19141 | AASI Silver Die-Cut Transfer Sticker

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8
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8 PSIA-AASI Membership Pins | $10

Available for qualified members who need a replacement, a back-up, or one on every jacket.

20-Year
h #609G20 | PSIA 20-Year | Gold
i #609S20 | PSIA 20-Year | Silver
j #609B20 | PSIA 20-Year | Bronze

10-Year
k #609G10 | PSIA 10-Year | Gold
l #609S10 | PSIA 10-Year | Silver
m #609B10 | PSIA 10-Year | Bronze

6 75

1 2

3 4

1 PSIA Large Sticker

#18246 | $3

2 AASI Large Sticker

#18968 | $3

2 PSIA Patch

#606 | $4

3 AASI Rubber Label 

#997 | $5

PSIA
60-Year
a #609G60 | PSIA 60-Year | Gold

50-Year
b #609G50 | PSIA 50-Year | Gold

40-Year
c #609G40 | PSIA 40-Year | Gold
d #609S40 | PSIA 40-Year | Silver

30-Year
e #609G30 | PSIA 30-Year | Gold
f #609S30 | PSIA 30-Year | Silver
g #609B30 | PSIA 30-Year | Bronze

AASI
30-Year
n #619G30 | AASI 30-Year | Gold
o #619S30 | AASI 30-Year | Silver
p #619B30 | AASI 30-Year | Bronze

20-Year
q #619G20 | AASI 20-Year | Gold
r #619S20 | AASI 20-Year | Silver
s #619B20 | AASI 20-Year | Bronze

10-Year
t #619G10 | AASI 10-Year | Gold
u #619S10 | AASI 10-Year | Silver
v #619B10 | AASI 10-Year | Bronze

4 PSIA-AASI Member Patch

#18609 | $5

5 PSIA TAG 

#615 | $0.50

6 PSIA Lapel Pin

Post-and-clutch fastener. 11/18”
#600 | $10

7 ISIA Lapel Pin 

The official logo of the International 
Ski Instructors Association. Available 
to PSIA-certified Level III instructors. 
Post-and-clutch fastener. Silver. 1”.
#604 | $10

8a 8b

8h 8i 8j 8k 8l 8m

8c 8d 8e 8f 8g

8q 8r8n 8s8o

8t

8p

8u 8v
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9a

9d

9b

9e

9c

9f

9 PSIA and AASI ID Bars

One of our most popular items, the engraved ID bar with official logo shows your affiliation with PSIA 
or AASI. Maximum of three lines, with 17 characters per line. Post-and-clutch fasteners. White with 
blue lettering, with all letters capitalized. When ordering online, please reply to your order confirma-
tion email with instructions for engraving or send instructions to memberservices@thesnowpros.org.

a #601 | PSIA, One Line Engraved | $7
b #602 | PSIA, Two Lines Engraved | $8
c #603 | PSIA, Three Lines Engraved | $9

d #920 | AASI, One Line Engraved | $7
e #921 | AASI, Two Lines Engraved | $8
f #922 | AASI, Three Lines Engraved | $9

10 PSIA-AASI Certification Pins | $10

Available for qualified members who need a replacement.

m #621G | PSIA Cross Country III | Gold
n #621S | PSIA Cross Country II | Silver
o #621B | PSIA Cross Country I | Bronze
p #622G | PSIA Telemark III | Gold
q #622S | PSIA Telemark II | Silver
r #622B | PSIA Telemark I | Bronze
s #622G | PSIA Freestyle III | Gold
t #622S | PSIA Freestyle II | Silver
u #622B | PSIA Freestyle I | Bronze
v #617L2 | Children’s Specialist 2
w #617L1 | Children’s Specialist 1

10c10a 10b 10d 10e 10f

10g 10j 10k 10l10h 10i

10s 10t 10u

10m 10n 10o 10p 10q 10r

10v 10w

a #612G |  PSIA Alpine III | Gold
b #612S | PSIA Alpine II | Silver |
c #612B | PSIA Alpine I | Bronze |
d #613G | AASI Snowboard III | Gold |
e #613S | AASI Snowboard II | Silver
f #613B | AASI Snowboard I | Bronze |
g #616G | PSIA Adaptive III | Gold
h #616S | PSIA Adaptive II | Silver
i #616B | PSIA Adaptive I | Bronze
j #620G | AASI Adaptive III | Gold
k #620S | AASI Adaptive  II | Silver
l #620B | AASI Adaptive I | Bronze

PSIA-AASI PRIDE
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an impressive view.
Thank you, PSIA-AASI Official Suppliers.

#snowpros

TheSnowPros.org
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